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Digital Twin of Food Supply Chain
Abstract: Food supply chain is one of the most critical
parts of a modern society. Consequently, cybersecurity
of the supply chain is a major concern as new threats
emerge. Cyber ranges can be used to prepare for such
cybersecurity threats by creating realistic scenarios mir-
roring real-world setups. The aim of this study is to de-
scribe a digital twin of the food supply chain built for
a cyber range. This descriptive case study explains the
general capabilities of the digital twin and its use in
the cyber range environment. Creation of a digital twin
enables the use of cyber ranges to train organisations
related to the food supply chain.
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1 Background and Aims
In the modern digitalised food supply chain, cyber se-
curity has an extremely important role. Food supply
chain consists of food production, processing, distribu-
tion and retail. Such systems include traditional and
modern internet of things (IoT) devices. An effective
solution to enhance the knowledge and skills of staff
members against cyber threats is the cyber security ex-
ercise where the learning audience train their skills with
a realistic scenario and technical infrastructure mimick-
ing required systems and networks [7]. Such technical
infrastructure is called cyber range and/or cyber arena.

Karjalainen and Kokkonen introduce requirements
for cyber arena environments [6]: (i) Realism, (ii) Iso-
lated and controlled environment, (iii) Internet simula-

tion, (iv) User and network traffic generation, (v) Attack
execution and simulation, (vi) Organisations’ infrastruc-
tures, (vii) Collaboration and (viii) Planning, executing,
monitoring and analysing.

According to Gartner Glossary of information tech-
nology [2] ”A digital twin is a digital representation of a
real-world entity or system.” It states that a digital twin
is implemented as a software object or model mirroring
the real-world object. Cyber arena can be realised as a
digital twin, which satisfies the requirements set by cy-
ber security exercises. Themes related to digital twins
such as physical and virtual processes, and virtual en-
vironments [5] are relevant in the cyber arena.

This study aims to describe the implementation of
Food Production Cyber Arena, which meets the eight
high-level requirements mentioned above. Studies such
as Alim et al. [1] have implemented digital twins with
physical testbeds to mirror farmland canal systems.
However, in the present case study a complete digital
twin of the food supply chain is described. This digi-
tal representation facilitates the creation of a simulated
supply chain for a cyber exercise aimed at organisations
working in the domain of food production and process-
ing. For example, food production companies could ex-
ercise their response to cyber attacks targeted at crit-
ical points in their processes. A cyber exercise in the
food supply domain could include participants from a
food processing factory. Staff members from depart-
ments such as management, communications and oper-
ations participate. The scenario includes a cyber attack
to the factory, to which the participants should react.
The resolution of the problem will provide resilience in-
formation to the departments.

2 Building the Digital Twin
Institute of Information Technology at Jamk Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences hosts a cyber secu-
rity, artificial intelligence and data-analytics focused
research, development and training center called
JYVSECTEC (Jyväskylä Security Technology). Since
2011 JYVSECTEC has implemented and maintained
cyber arena known as RGCE (Realistic Global Cyber
Environmet) [4]. RGCE has been implemented piece by
piece during various research and development projects.
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Fig. 1. Food supply chain simulation building blocks.

In the ongoing project Food Chain Cyber Resilience,
critical food production infrastructure is mimicked as
a digital twin for cyber security exercises for food pro-
duction organisations [3].

Fig. 1 illustrates the setup of the food supply chain
simulation. The simulation was mainly implemented us-
ing Node.js runtime environment. The various services
run on virtual machines in containers on the Virtual Ma-
chine Platform. The services communicate via the (vir-
tual) network. Messages are passed using REST APIs or
mock-ups of protocols such as Modbus. Such messages
are usually formatted as JSON.

The supply chain itself is modeled as (i) machines
representing the various machines and storages in the
supply chain and (ii) messages that are passed from one
machine to another. Machines can represent, e.g., milk-
ing robots, food processing machines and packaging ma-
chines. The products passed from machine to machine
are simulated using the Bull queue system for Redis.
These messages contain the relevant domain informa-
tion, e.g., a message could contain the amount of milk
in litres, and metadata, such as the measurement unit.

3 Conclusion
The use of digital twins of domain systems as part of cy-
ber exercises improves the immersivenes by simulating
the real supply chains. This way the participants can
exercise in a realistic environment, which mirrors the
systems and processes in their ordinary work. Imple-
menting the digital twin requires modular design with
appropriate messaging simulating the real-world coun-
terparts. Further research includes the full validation of
the system as part of a real cyber exercise.
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